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32/R: Hatched and banded at Fruitvale Bridge, 2014.
Photographed April 5, 2015 by Nick Dunlop
engaged in a territorial dispute with the resident peregrine
falcons at the Kehoe Beach territory.
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Marking, Re-Sighting Peregrine Falcons in the Greater San Francisco Bay Area.
California’s Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) population was reduced to two known
productive pairs by 1970 and probably exceeds three hundred pairs today. Surveys of local
populations may be a useful indicator of regional population health. We initiated a mark and re-sight
study of San Francisco Bay Area Peregrine Falcons in 2009 after randomly marking young across the
state for many years. One hundred sixty-nine nestling peregrines were marked in the Bay Area from
2005 through 2015. We had useable nest chronology information for 26 sites in 2015 and 28 young
plus one adult were marked at 9 sites. A network of citizen scientists formed in response to fifteen
years of life history educational support associated with nest cameras published at our web site. The
network has been particularly helpful by monitoring urban young and by surveying the study area
that includes at least 40 Bay Area territories by boat, automobile, and hiking. Network observers
reported the locations of 36 marked birds after dispersal from natal territories. Thirteen were
nesting. We measured ten distances between San Francisco area nest locations and found an average
distance of 4.5 km and we describe atypical nesting structures including the inside of an airplane
maintenance hangar at San Francisco International Airport; the smokestack of a moored ship; and,
the often-moving counterweight of a drawbridge crossing the Sacramento River. Several urban sites
are known to present severe fledging hazards to young Peregrine Falcons. We report on
productivity, fledging success, mate replacement, and the frequency of re-sighted young at one
intensively observed urban site during nine nesting seasons.

From 1975 to 1992, the UC Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group worked
vigorously to recover a nearly extirpated Peregrine Falcon population in California.
We manipulated nests and hatched thin-shelled wild eggs. We maintained a captive
flock of Peregrine Falcons and captive-produced young for release. We fostered and
cross-fostered young to wild nests. And, we released young at hack sites from the
Columbia River Gorge to San Diego to Ruby Lakes, Nevada. More than 700 young
were fostered, cross-fostered into Prairie Falcon nests, or hacked at release sites in
the Pacific States Region by 1992 (M. Kirven and B. Walton) in close coordination
with members of the Pacific States Recovery Team.
When the Peregrine Falcon was removed from the federal list of endangered species
in 1999 it was still unusual to see one. Coincidentally, the very next year in 2000 a
pair of Peregrines nested in the Bay Area at a location that people could easily visit
and expect to see them. The Oracle corporate headquarters campus is a distinctive
landmark along the 101 freeway running along the bay side of the San Francisco
peninsula and it was here that a 1998 falcon—salvaged from a bridge nest and
hacked at Muir Beach on the Marin County coastline—pioneered a territory and
raised one young. With the help of the software giant, Oracle, we installed a nest
camera and began a decade and a half of nest behavior interpretation for a public
audience that was eager to learn more about nature.
As Peregrine numbers increased we added nest camera views at Pacific Gas and
Electric Company headquarters in downtown San Francisco (2005) and at San Jose’s
City Hall building (2007). People enjoyed the intimate connection to the birds and a
vibrant community of peregrine-watchers developed. Online viewers came to see

the birds first hand at these locations. They bought binoculars and spotting scopes
and most became avid bird-watchers for the first time in their lives.
Our observations indicate that at least half of urban young are lost, or would be lost
if not for fledge watchers who pick up grounded young and return them to parental
care atop buildings. Many die upon collision with glass-sided buildings or by
drowning beneath bridges. Salvage and hacking of the most at-risk young was
practiced by UC Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Group personnel for many years but is
currently opposed by US Fish and Wildlife Service and California Department of Fish
and Wildlife personnel. It may be an appropriate, non-intervention, management
decision, but it is still hard for some of us to watch.
We reported on the formation of Fledge Watch” groups at the 2010 Raptor Research
Foundation conference in Fort Collins. (Stewart, 2010) Fledge watch was created in
the Bay Area as a conservation education activity. Searching for banded peregrines
became a leisure time pursuit for people who continued surveying the Bay Area for
peregrines year around. We are happy to be able to report the results of these
observations thanks to their involvement.
The recruitment of so many committed observers made possible a vigorous band
and re-sight study aimed at learning more about dispersal, productivity, nest site
tenacity, and longevity among falcons in the San Francisco Bay Area population.
Methods
Surveys. We surveyed San Francisco Bay Area structures including power
transmission towers, bridges, buildings, cranes, boats moored in harbors, and the
faces of rock cliffs for Peregrine Falcons year around. Most surveys for marked birds
were conducted by automobile. Observers also hiked mountainous terrain and
urban trails to locate nests and marked falcons.
Nest observation. Many observers were recruited from among the most committed
fledge watch volunteers. The live publication of Peregrine Falcon nesting activities
via nest camera at our web site enticed many to visit the locations where nest
cameras were installed to witness fledging and to see the adults and young nearby.
Cadres of fledge watch volunteers were formed with information and training based
on our experience with hack sites. Volunteers learned to interpret adult Peregrine
Falcon behavioral cues and to distinguish between adult and immature falcons in
the air.
Passive nest observation by trained volunteers from a distance of about one-half
kilometer allowed us to learn when territories were active and productive. (Cade, et.
al.) In most cases we learned the date incubation began and hatching occurred by
interpreting adult behavior near the nest.

Study Area. We observed forty one Peregrine Falcon territories in a study area
roughly bordered by Point Reyes and Mount Diablo in the north and Mount
Hamilton and Moss Landing to the south. One nest site just outside our study area
was included—the drawbridge crossing the Sacramento River at Rio Vista.
Banding. We accessed nests in the San Francisco Bay Area where we were able to
gain permission from property owners. Ropes and standard rock climbing
techniques were used to reach the nests when young were 21 to 28 days of age.
(Cade, et. al.) We used an Avinet tool to determine the appropriate band size for
each individual by measuring its tarsus depth. Nestlings were marked on one leg
with a size 6 or size 7a USGS lock-on band and on the other leg with the same-sized
Acraft Visual Identification (VID) band that was black in color with a silver alphanumeric code.
Results
Marking. One hundred sixty-nine (169) nestlings were banded at 19 different
locations at a rate of ten locations or less per year from 2005 to 2015.
Re-sights. We encountered thirty-six (36) marked Peregrine Falcons after their
dispersal from the natal territory. Sixteen (16) of the 34 re-sighted falcons were
found with a mate and engaged in courtship, nesting, or an attempt to nest.
Longest recorded dispersal: Santa Cruz Mountains to Arcata Marsh: 433 km.
List of Encounters:
San Jose City Hall Produced Young
NATAL SITE

HY

BAND

ENCOUNTER

ENC. LOCATION

MATED?

SJCH

2007

05/R

10/07 - 6/14

Bay Bridge East Span

Y

SJCH

2007

71/P

6/09 - 6/14

Fruitvale-Alameda

Y

SJCH

2007

12/Z

11/29/07

Emeryville

N

SJCH

2012

63/S

9/29/13

Fremont

N

SJCH

2012

51/P

3/5/15

Don Edwards, Alviso

Y

SJCH

2012

U/61

10/30/13

Sunnyvale WW Ponds

N

SJCH

2011

99/S

11/16/12

Baylands, Palo Alto

N

SJCH

2009

33/Z

6/15/12

UAL-SFO

Y

SJCH

2013

U/50

1/2/14

Don Edwards, Alviso

N

SJCH

2012

57/Z

3/24/15

Crystal Springs Dam

Y

SJCH

2010

74/S

9/9/10

Sunnyvale WW Ponds

N

SJCH

2009

81/P

1/19/11

Don Edwards, Alviso

N

SJCH

2015

00/Z

10/7/15

GGRO, Marin County

N

SJCH

2014

U/36

Campbell Wtr Twr

N

8/24/15

Other Bay Area
NATAL SITE

HY

BAND

HAYWARD

2012

74/R

ENCOUNTER
9/29/13

ENC. LOCATION

MATED?

Fremont

N

VALLEJO

2013

U/74

3/4/15

Novato (Found dead)

N

BUELLTON*

2006

61/P

6/1/08

SJCH

Y

ALAMEDA CRK
ALAMEDA CRK

2005

19/R

3/14/12

Pine Cyn, Mt Diablo

Y

2005

70/R

1/17/13

Carquinez Bridge

Y

SANTA CRUZ*

2007

Z/08

Sunnyvale

N

FRUITVALE BR

2012

U/53

5/3/14

UAL-SFO

Y

FRUITVALE BR

2012

U/49

12/14/12

GGRO, Marin County

N

FRUITVALE BR
FRUITVALE BR#
SF-OAK BAY BR

2014

32/R

4/5/15

Kehoe Bch, Pt Reyes

N

2010

16/R

10/28/11

Mt. Diablo

N

UAL-SFO

2011

82/P

3/24/15

Crystal Sp. Dam

Y

UAL-SFO

2014

U/58

7/15/15

Alameda Island

Y

SF PG&E

2011

87/P

3/1/12

Richmond Harbor

Y

SF PG&E

2011

56/P

6/29/15

Rich. Ch. Marker

Y

SF PG&E

2014

25/R

11/7/14

Watsonvile Airport

N

MOSS LANDING

2012

23/R

7/5/15

Morro Rock

Y

LONG CYN

2015

U/87

9/3/15

Arcata Marsh

N

MUIR BEACH*

1998

S/D

5/1/04

Oracle, Rdwd Shores

Y

SAN GREGOR*

1999

C/U

5/5/04

PG&E

Y

BUELLTON*

2000

83/A

10/1/11

Baylands, Palo Alto

N

SANTA CRUZ*

2003

46/D

Sunnyvale

N

Fall 2003

Fall 2003

* = HACK SITE
#U/54 fledged 2013 and encountered at Fruitvale Br 8/7/14.

San Jose City Hall
We have a complete productivity record for the San Jose City Hall territory thanks in
part to the presence of a nest camera. Thirty-two (32) young were produced at San
Jose City Hall from 2007 through 2015. Thirty-one (31) of them survived to banding
age and one died one week after banding at 4 weeks of age. Of thirty (30) that
fledged, three died upon fledging, or between fledging and dispersal (0, 9, and 14
days post fledging) for a total of 27 of 32 marked and dispersed young from the San
Jose City Hall territory over 9 years.
Poorly fledged young were recovered from the ground—or near the ground—
sixteen (16) times for 30 San Jose City Hall fledged young. In our experience, adult
urban falcons do not feed young perched less than ten stories above the ground.
Fledge Watch members returned them to the building roof where care from parents

continued. Fourteen (14) of twenty-seven (27) successfully dispersed young were
seen later and 5 of the 14 were found with mates at nesting territories.
PRODUCTIVITY TABLE—SAN JOSE CITY HALL YOUNG
Year
2007
2008
2009

2010
2011

2012

2013
2014

2015

VID

Federal Band

05 R
71 P
12 Z
93 P
52 Z
04 R
56/Z
33/Z
58/Z
81/P
85/Z
84/P
74/S
99/S
63/S
30/R
79/S
57/Z
51/P
48/D
U/61
U/50
90/P
95/S
11/Z
35/R
U/36
U/86
00/Z
10/R
59/R

1807-96250
2206-70062
1807-96251
2206-70065
1807-96254
1807-96255
1807-96339
1807-96281
1807-96249
2206-70055
1947-02931
1156-07571
1156-07572
1156-07579
1156-07580
1947-02937
1156-07581
1947-02947
1156-07594
1156-07595
1156-07596
1156-08004
1156-08005
1156-08006
1947-02970
1947-02971
1156-08020
1156-08021
1687-29701
1687-29702
1687-29704

TOTAL YOUNG

BANDED = 31

Generations. We have observed four generations of falcons that have established
Bay Area territories beginning with the San Jose matriarch known as “Clara.” In
2007 she produced three young and the nesting locations of a male and female from
that brood were known from 2009 through 2015. The male (71/P) began breeding
at the Fruitvale Avenue Drawbridge in 2009. In 2012, 71/P produced U/53. U/53
was next identified as a breeder at a San Francisco International Airport United
Airlines hangar, in 2014. One of U/53’s 2014 progeny, U/58, was observed courting
an unbanded female at one year of age during the summer of 2015, at a location just
seven km from his father’s natal site on the Fruitvale Avenue Drawbridge.

BAY AREA 2015 RESULTS
41 known sites.
26 occupied sites with useable information.
16 of 26 sites produced young.
45 young present at 18 sites
28 young (plus 1 adult) were marked at 9 sites. (3.1 young per banding location).
In 2015 we gathered usable information for 25 of 41 known territories. Seventeen
(17) of 25 territories hatched eggs and produced young 28 or more days old.
Site Name
Howard Terminal Crane
Flag Hill

Status/VID Band
2 young. Not banded

San Vicente Creek
Majors Canyon
Kehoe Beach

Failed
2 young. Not banded

Richmond/San Rafael Br.
Moss Landing

Failed

San Jose City Hall
Summit Rock

29/Z
U/57
U/24

31/R
U/85
U/37
U/73
U/80
02/R
00/Z
10/R
59/R
U/82
18/R
46/R
66/R
62/R (Adult)

Alviso PG&E Tower
Bay Bridge, East Span
PG&E San Francisco
Union Bank San Francisco
Hunter Hill

2 young. Not banded
3 young not banded
Failed
Failed

Napa River Br. Hwy 37
Carquinez Bridge
Rio Vista Bridge

1 young. Not banded.
2 young, not banded

Richmond Harbor Marker
Long Canyon

2 young, Not banded.

U/31
15/Z

24/R
U/43
U/69
67/R
U/20
U/87
U/84

Federal Band
Not Banded
1687-29705
2206-82911
2206-82912

1687-29706
2206-82913
2206-82914
2206-82915
2206-82916
1687-29707
1687-29701
1687-29702
1687-29704
2206-82919
1687-29709
1687-29710
1687-29711
1687-29712

2206-82923
1687-29714

1687-29708
2206-82917
2206-82918
1687-29713
2206-82920
2206-82921
2206-82922

United Airlines, SFO
Morgan Territory

Failed

Pine Canyon
Carquinez Br.
Cape Horn
Crystal Springs Dam
Devil’s Slide

2 young, not banded.
2 young, not banded.
No eggs or young.
No eggs or young
Failed.

55/R
91/Z
33/R

1687-29715
1687-29716
1687-29717

Discussion
We have made some interesting observations in our mostly-urban Peregrine Falcon
population.
Density. We used Google Earth to measure ten (10) distances between San
Francisco area territories. They ranged from 0.5 kilometers for the shortest distance
between two nest locations (PG&E to Union Bank), to the longest at 8.2 kilometers
(Richardson Bay Br. to Richmond Harbor). The average distance was 4.55
kilometers between nest locations.

Conflicts. With such a robust peregrine falcon population some are concerned
about conflicts with threatened and endangered species. A California Least Tern
nesting colony is centrally located to seven Peregrine Falcon territories. Adult terns
alarm call when peregrines are seen and the monitors for the colony respond with
pyro-technic poppers and screamers to haze the peregrines. No tern predation by
Peregrine Falcons has been recorded.
The US Fish and Wildlife Service has proposed oiling the eggs of Peregrine Falcons
that nest nearest to the Alameda Naval Air Station tern colony to reduce stress on
the nesting terns. Peregrines on territory near a San Diego tern colony were trapped
and held in briefly in dog kennels in 2009 and more recently for the duration of the
tern nesting season by a falconer/rehabilitator affiliated with Project Wild. (Robert
Gordon, pers. comm).

Marginal Nest Sites. Several San Francisco Bay Area nest sites may be
characterized as marginal, unusual, or, atypical Peregrine Falcon nest locations for a
variety of reasons. I will describe six:
United Airlines hangar at San Francisco International Airport: Peregrine Falcons
have used this location on and off for almost two decades. In most years, the nest of

a Raven (Corvus corax) situated on the cross-bar of the letter “A” in United Airlines
on the side of a hangar is used. In 2012 and 2015 Peregrines used an I-beam just
inside of and above the 25 meter high rolling door of a hangar where commercial
airliners up to the size of a 747 are maintained. Workers have witnessed and video
recorded prey exchanges and copulations inside the hangar. Both nesting attempts
inside the hangar unsuccessful, probably due to a lack of suitable substrate.
Richardson Bay Bridge: Just a few miles north of the Golden Gate Bridge on
California’s main north/south freeway, a six lane bridge carries traffic across
Richardson Bay. The entrance to the nest is below the roadbed and just 12 meters
above the water. No young are known to have fledged successfully from this site
since it was discovered in 2007.
Napa River Highway 37 Bridge: This is another low bridge with a narrow nest
platform about 12 meters above the water. The bridge carries Highway 37 traffic
between Marin and Napa Counties in the North Bay. One young per year has been
produced here during the last two years and both disappeared at fledging.
Richmond Harbor Channel Marker: A tiercel from the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company headquarters building at 77 Beale Street in San Francisco pioneered a
territory using a stick nest built by ravens on a dormant Richmond Harbor crane in
2013. He was unsuccessful completing a nesting cycle there. In 2015 he moved to
the platform of a US Coast Guard channel marker just offshore from the crane and
successfully raised two young. The channel marker platform is less than 10 meters
above the high tide mark. One young drowned upon fledging and one fledged
successfully.
Rio Vista Drawbridge: Peregrine Falcons have used the counterweight of a
drawbridge that crosses the Sacramento River at Rio Vista as a nest site for at least
two years. The counterweight moves vertically each time the bridge is opened for a
passing boat—about 50 times per month during the spring nesting season. The
adults seem to take the movement in stride during incubation and brooding. Once
young are old enough, they walk to the edge of the nest ledge to enjoy the changing
view when the bridge is raised and the nest platform lowered to road level.
Cape Horn Ship: A tiercel of unknown origin pioneered a stick nest on the
smokestack housing of a class H roll on/roll off ship tied to pier 50 in San Francisco
Harbor. He attracted a one-year old mate in 2015 but their nesting attempt was
unsuccessful.
Natural vs. Non-natural Nest Structures
Fledging hazards. The fledging process is hazardous for any Peregrine Falcon no
matter what the location of its nest. Brian Walton (SCPBRG Coordinator from 1976
to 2007) commented on the first two times he witnessed Peregrine Falcons fledging:
“The first was impaled on a stick and died and the second was captured by a coyote

and eaten.” Urban Peregrine Falcons do not often face threats from coyotes, owls,
bobcats and other predators. They face other problems.
Nests located on bridges over water present the greatest hazard to fledging young.
Typically they fly well for short distances and then make clumsy attempts at landing.
Few perches are available beneath bridges and young often settle on bridge footings
near the water level. From here, they have little chance of making ascending flights
to suitable perches and most often are set upon by gulls that drive them into the
water where they drown. The problem is exacerbated on two bridges (Richardson
Bay and Mare Island) where nest locations are 10 to 12 meters above the water. We
have witnessed the loss of young from nests on the east and west spans of the Bay
Bridge for decades. Nests on downtown buildings are often surrounded by glasssided skyscrapers that offer few perches to fledging young. Fledglings surprised by
wind sheer, or confused by reflective glass, slam into buildings and die. Presumably
due to their concern for human traffic, parents will not deliver food to urban young
that fledge to locations less than ten stories above the ground.
Mate replacement. We were able to closely observe mate replacement at two nests
using a nest camera. The female was replaced during incubation at a San Francisco
nest in 2014. The male continued incubation but left the eggs uncovered to feed
himself, and presumably, to court the new female. Within a few weeks, the new
female contributed 3 eggs to an existing three egg clutch and attempted to incubate
all six eggs. None hatched.
The male at the San Jose City Hall territory has been replaced four times. In the first
two instances, the resident male simply disappeared between breeding seasons and
a new male took his place. The third male was challenged by a fourth male during
the incubation phase of the 2012 nesting cycle. The new male initiated prey
deliveries to the incubating female immediately upon displacement of his
predecessor. Within ten days he began sharing incubation duties for eggs he had no
role in producing. He remained the resident male through 2015.
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